The classical Hopf invariant is an invariant of homotopy classes of maps from S 4n−1 to S 2n , and is an important invariant in homotopy theory. The goal of this paper is to use the Koszul duality theory for En-operads to define a generalization of the classical Hopf invariant. One way of defining the classical Hopf invariant is by defining a pairing between the cohomology of the associative bar construction on the cochains of a space X and the homotopy groups of X. In this paper we will give a generalization of the classical Hopf invariant by defining a pairing between the cohomology of the En-bar construction on the cochains of X and the homotopy groups of X. This pairing gives us a set of invariants of homotopy classes of maps from S m to a simplicial set X, this pairing can detect more homotopy classes of maps than the classical Hopf invariant.
Theorem 1.4. Let X be a simply-connected space, then there exists a pairing , S : H * (B S (X)) ⊗ π S * (X) → K.
This theorem can be found as Theorem 11.3 below. As a consequence of Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4 we get a criterion which tells us if a map f : S k → X induces a non-trivial element in the stable homotopy groups of X.
Corollary 1.5. Let f : S k → X be a map such that ω, f En = 0 for a certain ω ∈ BE nÑ * (X). If ω comes from B S (X), then the class of f in the stable homotopy groups of X is non-trivial.
The corollary can be found as Corollary 11.4 below.
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Part I Preliminaries
We will assume that the reader is sufficiently familiar with the theory of Koszul duality for operads and algebras over operads, otherwise we refer the reader to the standard reference [12] . Unless stated otherwise all definitions and notations are taken from [12] and can be found in this book. There is only one major difference between this paper and [12] , and that is that [12] assumes that they work over a field of characterstic 0, and that in this paper we will almost exclusively work over a field of characteristic p > 0. Most of the results of [12] hold in greater generality than presented there, but there are a few important differences, which we will discus in this section.
Conventions
In this paper we will always assume that, unless stated otherwise, we work over a field K of characteristic p ≥ 0. We denote the symmetric group on n letters by Sn. If V is a vector space with an action of a finite group G, then we denote the coinvariants with respect to G by VG and the invariants with respect to G by V G . In this paper spaces are implicitly assumed to be simplicial sets. We also assume that the sphere S n will always be sufficiently triangulated such that maps from the sphere to a simplicial set X can be realized as a map of simplicial sets. The reduced suspension of a simplicial set X is denoted by ΣX (see Section 8.3 for a detailed definition of the reduced suspension), we will always implicitly assume that all suspensions are reduced. ByÑ * (X) we denote the reduced normalized chains on the simplicial set X, duallyÑ * (X) denotes the reduced normalized cochains on X.
Grading conventions
In this paper will always work in the category of chain complexes and therefore use a homological grading. This will imply that normalized cochains on a simplicial set will be concentrated in nonpositive degrees. The operations on the normalized cochains will therefore all have non-negative degrees, which implies that almost all the operads and cooperads considered in this paper will be concentrated in non-negative degrees.
Let Ks be the one dimensional chain complex generated by an element s of degree 1. The suspension of a cochain complex V * is denoted by sV * and defined by sV = Ks ⊗ V . More explicitly, this chain complex is defined by sV * = V * −1, the signs are given by the Koszul sign rule. The linear dual of a chain complex V will be denoted by V ∨ , note that with our grading conventions this turns all the negative degrees into positive degrees and positive into negative degrees.
Also note that because we always work in the category of chain complexes and grade the cochains non-positively, the cochains on the reduced suspension of a simplicial set X are isomorphic (as chain complexes) to the desuspension of the cochains of X, i.e.Ñ * (ΣX) ∼ = s −1Ñ * (X). To distinguish homology from cohomology and chains from cochains we will still denote the cochains and cohomology with a superscript.
Operads, cooperads, algebras, coalgebras and Koszul duality in characteristic p
One of the main differences between working over a field of characteristic 0 and a field of characteristic p > 0 is that we no longer have an isomorphism between the invariants and coinvariants with respect to the symmetric group action. In this section we will briefly explain what kind of consequences this has for our algebras and coalgebras. Most of this section will be based on [8] and [7] , but we try to use the notation from [12] .
S-modules, operads and cooperads
Recall from Chapter 5 of [12] that an S-module M * is a sequence M * = (M (0), M (1), ..., M (n), ...) of chain complexes, such that each M (n) is an Sn-module. Recall that an S-module is called connected if M (0) = 0 and M (1) = K, in the rest of this paper we will always assume that all S-modules are connected, unless stated otherwise.
On the category of S-modules we can define two products, called the composition product and the composition product with divided symmetries. When we work over a field of characteristic zero these products are isomorphic, but over a field of characteristic p these products are different. The composition product with divided symmetries M•N is defined by
Remark 3.2. Note that we define both products by using a direct sum instead of a product. In the definition of coalgebras sometimes the product is used intead of a direct sum. In this paper we will assume that all coalgebras are conilpotent and therefore factor through the direct sum. For more details see Chapter 5 of [12] .
Definition 3.
3. An operad P is an S-module which is a monoid in the category of S-modules. In particular it is an S-module together with a map γ : P • P → P satisfying certain conditions. Dually, a cooperad C is a comonoid in the category of S-modules with the composition product with divided symmetries, i.e. it is an S-module C with a map ∆ : C → C•C satisfying certain conditions.
An operad P (resp. cooperad C) is called connected if the underlying S-module is connected.
Remark 3.4. Note that our definition of connected differs from [7] and assumes that P(0) = 0 and P(1) = K, instead of just P(0) = 0.
As is explained in Section 1 of [7] there is a natural transformation from the composition product to the composition product with divided symmetries. This natural transformation comes from the norm map which is a natural map between the coinvariants and invariants of an Sn-module and is defined as follows.
Let X be an Sn-module then we define a map T r : X Sn → X Sn T r(x) = σ∈Sn σx.
Let M and N be S-modules, then the norm map extends to a natural transformation from the composition product M • N to the composition product with divided symmetries M•N . This map is denoted by The norm map is in general not an isomorphism, but as is shown in Proposition 1.1.15 in [7] , under some assumptions on N it is an isomorphism. Recall that we assumed that all our operads and cooperads are connected. So in particular if C is a cooperad, the norm map induces an isomorphism between C • C and C•C. Because of this isomorphism we will from now on assume that a cooperad is an S-module C with a map ∆ : C → C • C satisfying certain conditions. So from now on we will always assume that the structure map of a cooperad goes to the coinvariants instead of the invariants, and otherwise we will implicitly apply the inverse of the norm map to land in the coinvariants.
With this convention, the theory of Koszul duality for operads and cooperads works exactly the same as in [12] . We do not repeat this theory here and assume that the reader is familiar with [12] , whose definitions, notations and conventions we will use. For more details about Koszul duality for operads in characteristic p we also refer the reader to [8] , in which the proofs also give explicit details about the characteristic p case.
Algebras and coalgebras
The main difference between working over a field of characteristic 0 and characteristic p > 0 is that there are now two possible definitions of algebras and coalgebras, one using the composition product and one using the composition product with divided symmetries. Definition 3.6. Let P be an operad. An algebra over P is a chain complex A, together with a map µA : P • A → A, which is associative and unital with respect to the operad composition maps.
A P-algebra with divided symmetries A is a chain complex A, together with a map µA : P•A → A, which is associative and unital with respect to the operadic composition maps.
Note that we implicitly interpet A as an S-module by putting A in arity 0. For the precise definition see [7] . Dually to the algebra case we also have two possible definitions for coalgebras over a cooperad, which we give in the next definition.
Definition 3.7. Let C be a cooperad. A C-coalgebra is a chain complex C, together with a map ∆C : C → C•C, which is coassociative and counital with respect to the cooperadic decomposition maps.
A C-coalgebra with divided symmetries is a chain complex C, together with a map ∆C : C → C•C, which is coassociative and counital with respect to the cooperadic decomposition maps.
Remark 3.8. Because we defined the composition product with a direct sum instead of a product, the coalgebras (with or without divided symmetries) defined in Definition 3.7, should technically be called conilpotent coalgebras (with or without divided symmetries). In this paper we will always assume that all the coalgebras (with or without dived symmetries) are conilpotent. See Section 5.8.5 of [12] for more details.
As is explained in Section 1.1.20 of [7] , the norm map also gives us a relation between algebras with divided symmetries and algebras without divided symmetries. In particular the norm map gives us a map T rP,A : P • A → P•A, So every P-algebra with divided symmetries is also a P-algebra without divided symmetries. Dually every C-coalgebra C with divided symmetries is also a C-coalgebra without divided symmetries. The structure map is given by the structure map of C composed with the norm map, explicitly it is given by
For some examples of algebras with divided symmetries we refer the reader to [7] .
Operadic suspension
In the rest of the paper and in particular the application part the operadic suspension will play an important role, we will here recall these definitions, for more details see Section 7.2.2 of [12] . Let S be the endomorphism operad of Ks, the one dimensional chain complex concentrated in degree 1, i.e. S(n) = Hom K (Ks ⊗n , Ks). The operadic suspension of an operad P is then defined as the Hadamard or aritywise tensor product with S.
The operadic suspension has the property that if A is a P-algebra, then sA is an SP-algebra. Dually, the cooperadic suspension of a cooperad C is defined by taking the aritywise tensor product of C with S c , where S c is the coendomorphism cooperad of Ks, i.e. S c (n) = Hom K (Ks, Ks ⊗n ). Similar to operads, the suspension of a coalgebra C over a cooperad C is a coalgebra over S c C.
The bar construction relative to an operadic twisting morphism
For the definition of the En-Hopf invaraints we will need the bar construction relative to an operadic twisting morphism. We will now adapt the definition of the relative bar construction from Chapter 11 of [12] , to work over a field of characteristic p. Let α : C → P be an operadic twisting morphism between a cooperad C and an operad P. In [12] , they define the bar and cobar construction as a pair of adjoint functors between the category of P-algebras and conilpotent C-coalgebras. The main difference is that the bar-cobar adjunction in characteristic p, is no longer an adjunction between the category of P-algebras and the category of C-coalgebras, but it is in the characteristic p case an adjunction between the category of P-algebras and the category of C-coalgebras with divided symmetries. This additional structure will not play an important role in this paper, but for the sake of preciseness and completeness we give a detailed description of the bar construction here.
Definition 4.1. Let α : C → P be an operadic twisting morphism between a cooperad C and an operad P. Let C be a C-coalgebra with divided symmetries and A a P-algebra. A linear map φ : C → A of degree 0 is called a twisting morphism if it satisfies the Maurer-Cartan equation, which is given by
where ⋆α is the operator defined by
where ∆C is the coproduct of C and γA is the product of A. The set of twisting morphisms relative to α is denoted by T wα(C, A) ⊂ Hom K (C, A).
Notice that this definition would not work if C is a coalgebra without divided symmetries, in this case it would not be possible to define the ⋆α-operator, since the source and target of the middle map would involve different symmetries.
Similarly to [12] , we can now define the notion of bar and cobar construction. The bar and cobar construction will represent the set of twisting morphisms and when the operadic twisting morphism α : C → P is Koszul it will also give us a method to construct functorial free resolutions. Definition 4.2. Let α : C → P be an operadic twisting morphism. Then we define a functor Bα : P-algebras −→ Conilpotent C-coalgebras with divided symmetries, from the category of P-algebras to the category of conilpotent C-coalgebras with divided symmetries. This functor is defined as follows. Let A be a P-algebra, then we define BαA as (C(A), dB), the conilpotent quasi-cofree C-coalgebra with divided symmetries cogenerated by A. The differential dB is defined as dB = d1 + d2 + d3, where d1 is the extension of dA to C(A),which is given by IdC • ′ dA (see Section 6.1.3 of [12] for the precise definition of • ′ ). The differential d2 is the unique coderivation which extends the degree 1 map
where γA is the structure map of A. More explicitly, the coderivation d2 is given by the following sequence of maps:
where • (1) denotes the infinitesimal composition product (see Section 6.1 of [12] ). The differential d3 is given as the unique extension of the differential dC, explicitly it is given by dC • IdA.
The following lemma will be important in Section 7.
Lemma 4.3. Let α : C → P be an operadic twisting morphism and let A be a P-algebra. Then the bar differential dB squares to zero, furthermore we have the following identities d
A large part of the proof of this lemma can be found as part of Section 11.2.2 of [12] , the rest is straightforward and left to the reader.
In the rest of this paper we will need an additional grading on the bar construction called the weight grading. This grading will be important in Sections 7 for the definition of the En-Hopf invariants.
Definition 4.4. Let α : C → P be a Koszul twisting morphism and let A be a P-algebra. We define an additional grading on the bar construction by defining the elements of weight n as the elements of C(n) ⊗ Sn A ⊗n ⊂ BαA.
The following property of the bar construction will be very important for the constructions in this paper. This proposition is a generalization of Proposition 11.2.3 of [12] and Lemma 2.2.5 of [16] . Proposition 4.5. Let α : C → P be an operadic twisting morphism between a cooperad C and an operad P. Further assume that C(n) d and P(n) d are projective Sn-modules for all d and n and that C and P are concentrated in non-negative degrees. Let f : A → A ′ be a quasi-isomorphism, then the induced morphism Bαf : BαA → BαA ′ is a quasi-isomorphism as well.
Proof. To prove the proposition we will use a spectral sequence argument similar to the proof of Proposition 11.2.3 of [12] . First we define a filtration on BαA and BαA ′ by defining FpBαA = C ≤p (A), where C ≤p is the subcooperad of C consisting of elements of homological degree less or equal than p. It is easy to check that this is indeed a filtration and that the filtration is stable under the bar differential. Recall that the bar differential splits as dB = d1 + d2 + d3, where d1 is the differential coming from dA, the differential of A, d2 is the differential coming from the multiplication of A and d3 is the differential coming from dC, the differential of C. Since C and P are non-negatively graded, it is easy to check that the differentials respect the filtration in the following way, d1 : FpBαA → FpBαA, d2 : FpBαA → F ≤p−1 BαA and d3 : FpBαA → Fp−1BαA. The E 0 -page of the corresponding spectral sequence is then given by E 0 p,q BαA ∼ = (Cp(A))p+q and the differential is given by d1. Since we assumed that all coalgebras are conilpotent, this filtration is increasing and bounded below, the spectral sequence therefore converges.
Since we assumed that C(n)p is projective as an Sn-module, we can now apply the Künneth Theorem (see [13] Theorem V.10.1), to compute the E 1 -page of this spectral sequence. The Künneth Theorem states that if C is projective as an Sn-module, then H * ( [22] , which implies that the map Bαf : BαA → BαA ′ is a quasi-isomorphism. This proves the proposition. Remark 4.6. Similar to the bar construction we can also define the cobar construction. The cobar construction will not be needed for the results of this paper and we will therefore not explicitly describe it here. Similarly it will also be possible to define the bar and cobar construction for algebras with divided symmetries, this will also not be relevant for this paper and we therefore choose to ignore it.
E n -and E ∞ -algebras
In this section we recall the definitions and basic facts about the theory of En-and E∞-algebras which we use in this paper. In general an E∞-operad is an operad that is weakly equivalent to COM, the operad encoding commutative algebras. In this paper we will use two specific E∞-operads called the Barratt-Eccles operad and the surjection operad. The Barratt-Eccles operad has several technical advantages coming from the fact that it comes from an operad in simplicial sets. It also has the advantage that the Koszul duality for the Barratt-Eccles operad has been described in great detail in [9] . The advantage of the surjection operad is that it is a bit smaller than the Barratt-Eccles operad and that the action of the surjection operad on the normalized cochains of a simplicial set is easier to describe. Most of this section is based on [9] and [2] , see also [15] .
Remark 5.1. Since we are using a homological grading, the cochains of a space will be concentrated in negative degrees, we will however still call them the cochains on that space.
The Barratt-Eccles operad
We will ow describe the Barratt-Eccles operad. This E∞-operad has several technical advantages, the first advantage is that the Barratt-Eccles operad is combinatorial and that there is a clear description on how it acts on the cochains of a space. A second advantage is that it comes equipped with a filtration by suboperads callled En-operads. The last advantage is that it is a Hopf operad, this allows us to take tensor products and has the consequence that the category of algebras over the BarrattEccles operad forms a model category. Most of this section is based on [2] . For the applications of the En-Hopf invariants we describe in this paper, the composition map will not be important, we will therefore omit a description of the composition map and refer the reader to [2] for a detailed description of this map. Definition 5.2. The Barratt-Eccles operad E∞, is the operad given by the following S-module, E∞(r) d , the arity r degree d part of the Barratt-Eccles operad, is generated all by (d + 1)-tuples of the form (w0, ..., w d ), where wi ∈ Sr. We further require that if wi = wi+1 for some i, then the element is set to zero. The action of an element σ ∈ Sr on a tuple (w0, ..., w d ) is given by σ(w0, ..., w d ) = (σ(w0), ..., σ(w d )). The differential is given by the classical formula by omitting elements, i.e.
whereŵi means that we omit the ith element.
One of the technical advantages of the Barratt-Eccles operad is that its algebras form a model category (for the basics on model categories see for example [5] ). As an example we will now describe the arity 2 part of the Barratt-Eccles operad. Denote by Id and τ the two elements of S2. In degree d, the space E (2) d is two dimensional and given by the sequences (Id, τ, Id, τ, ...) and (τ, Id, τ, Id, ...), where both sequences have length d + 1.
The Barratt-Eccles operad comes with a filtration by a sequence of suboperads called the Enoperads. Topologically, this filtration corresponds to the little n-cubes filtration of the topological E∞-operad. The main reason we need these En-suboperads is because the sphere S n is not formal as an E∞-algebra, but the sphere S n is formal as an Em-algebra for m < n. To define the filtration of the Barratt-Eccles operad we will assign a natural number to each element of the Barratt-Eccles operad, this number is the number of variations in the element. The En-operad is then defined as the suboperad consisting of all elements of E∞ which have less than n variations.
Let (w0, ..., w d ) ∈ E (r) d with wi ∈ Sr, then we can represent every permutation wi by the sequence of its values. Denote by wi| j,k the permutation of j and k defined by restricting the sequence to j and k.
We define the number of variations µ j,k of j and k for an element (w0, ..., w d ) as the number of times that wi| j,k = wi+1| j,k in the sequence (w0| j,k , ..., w d | j,k ). The En-operad is defined as the subspace of E∞ spanned by all elements such that µ j,k < n for all j and k.
As is shown in [9] , the E1-operad is the associative operad. For more details and examples see Section 0.1.3 of [9] or Section 1.6 [2] . The following lemma will be important in Section 7 and can be found as Lemma 3.3.4 in [9] .
Lemma 5.4. The En-operad is finite dimensional in every arity, i.e. En(r) is a finite dimensional chain complex. In particular the underlying chain complex is concentrated in degrees greater or equal than 0 and less than nr(r − 1)/2. In particular, the arity two component En(2) d of the En-operad is only non-zero when 0 ≤ d ≤ n − 1.
The surjection operad
In this section we will recall the definition of the surjection operad X∞. Let u : {1, ..., r + d} → {1, ..., r} be a surjective map, then we can describe u by its image (u(1), ..., u(r + d)), which is a sequence of the numbers {1, ..., r} of length r + d, such that each number in the set {1, .., r} appears at least once. We will call a surjection u non-degenerate if there are no repetitions in this sequence, i.e. if u(n) = u(n + 1) for all n ∈ {1, ..., r + d − 1}.
As an S-module, the arity r degree d part of the surjection operad X∞(r) d is spanned by all non-degenerate surjections u : {1, ..., r + d} → {1, ..., r}. The action of Sr is given by permuting the image of u, i.e. σu is the sequence (σ(u (1)), ..., σ(u(r + d))). The differential is given by
where u(i) means that we omit the ith element in the sequence. For the definition of the sign see Section 1.2.3 of [2] . If the element u(i) only appears once in the sequence u, then we set the term where we omit u(i) in the differential to zero. We will not describe the composition maps in this paper since they will not be relevant for the applications.
Similar to the Barratt-Eccles operad the surjection operad, also has a filtration which is defined as follows. For each surjection u : {1, ..., r + d} → {1, ..., r} and numbers i < j we define ui,j as the subsequence of u formed by the occurrences of i and j. Let µi,j be the number of variations in the sequence ui,j .
The filtration Xn of X∞ is defined as the subspace of X∞ consisting of all surjections u, such that ui,j has less than n variations for all i and j.
In [2] , Berger and Fresse define a morphism of operads from the Barratt-Eccles operad to the surjection operad called the table reduction morphism. The properties of this morphism are stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 5.5 ([2], Lemma 1.6.1). The table reduction morphism T R : E∞ → X∞ is a surjective quasiisomorphism of operads, it preserves the filtrations and induces quasi-isomorphisms T Rn : En → Xn for all n > 0.
The normalized cochains on a simplicial set
The main reason we are interested in E∞-algebras is because the singular chains on a topological space and the reduced normalized chains on a simplicial set form an E∞-coalgebra and dually the cochains on a space form an E∞-algebra.
Theorem 5.6 ([2], Theorem 2.1.1). Let X be a simplicial set, then the reduced normalized cochain complexÑ * (X) is an algebra over the surjection operad X∞. Because of the table reduction morphismÑ * (X) will also naturally be an algebra over the Barratt-Eccles operad E∞.
We will now briefly recall how the action of the surjection operad on the normalized cochains is defined. We will be fairly brief and more details can be found in [2] (see also [15] ).
According to Section 2.2 of [2] , the normalized chains on a simplicial set X form a coalgebra over the surjection operad (see [2] Section 2.1.2 for the definition of a coalgebra over an operad). We will now recall this coalgebra structure and explain how it induces an algebra structure on the normalized cochains. To describe this coalgebra structure we first recall the definition of the interval cut operation.
To define the interval cut operation we first define it on the standard simplex and then we extend it to general simplices in a general simplicial set by taking the image of the cut simplices. Let ∆ n be the n-dimensional simplex and let u : {1, ..., r + d} → {1, ..., r} be a non-degenerate surjection. We define for k ∈ {1, .., r} a set of subsimplices ∆(C (k) ) of ∆ n as follows. First we cut the interval [0, ..., n] in r + d pieces, such that two consecutive pieces overlap in exactly one point. The pieces of this cut are specified by the end points of the interval and the (r + d − 1)-points where we cut the interval. Note that the pieces are allowed to have length zero. So we get a sequence of integers
The set C (k) is then defined as the union of the intervals [ni−1, ni] for all i such that u(i) = k. The simplex ∆(C (k) ) is then defined as the subsimplex of ∆ n which has vertices given by the set C (k) . The cooperation associated to u is then given by
where the sum ranges over all possible ways to cut the interval [0, ..., n] in r + d pieces. Note that whenever a set C (k) is degenerate, i.e. some element appears twice in C (k) , we will set the corresponding simplex to zero inÑ * (∆ n ). We extend this coproduct to a general simplicial set as follows. Let X be a simplicial set and x : ∆ n → X be a non-degenerate simplex. Then we define
where x(∆(C (k) )) is the image of the restriction of x applied to the subsimplex ∆(C (k) ) ⊆ ∆ n . Using this coalgebra structure on the normalized chains, we can define an X∞-algebra structure on the normalized cochains as follows. Let φ1, ..., φr ∈Ñ * (X) and u : {1, ..., r + d} → {1, ..., r} be a non-degenerate surjection. Then we define an operation of degree d
by evaluating the φi on the coproduct of a simplex x. More precisely if x : ∆ n → X is a nondegenerate simplex, then the evaluation of u(φ1, ..., φr) on x is defined by
where the sum runs again over all possible ways to cut the interval [0, ..., n] in r + d pieces. Note that when the degree of φ k does not match the dimension of x(∆(C (k) )), this evaluation is equal to zero. By abuse of notation we will denote both the operation and cooperation associated to u by u. From the context it should be clear which one we mean.
Signs associated to the interval cut operation
In Section 8, we need explicit formulas for the signs associated to the coproduct associated to a surjection u ∈ X∞(r) d ). We recall here from Section 2.2.4 from [2] how to associate a sign to the operation
The sign ± consists of two parts, the first part is called the position sign and the second part the permutation sign.
To describe these signs let 0 ≤ n1 ≤ ... ≤ n r+d−1 ≤ n be the points where the interval is cut. (2), ..., u(r + d)) to the sequence (1, .., 1, 2, ..., 2, ..., r, ..., r). The permutation sign is then defined as the sign produced by the Koszul sign rule by interchanging the intervals according to this shuffle, where the degree of an interval is defined as its length.
The position sign is defined as the sum of the end points of the inner intervals. So if the interval [ni−1, ni] is inner then it contributes a (−1) n i to the position sign. The total sign is defined as the product of the permutation sign and the position sign.
Spheres
One of the reasons why p-adic homotopy theory is much more difficult than rational homotopy theory, is because in p-adic homotopy theory the one-dimensional model for the cohomology of the m-dimensional sphere is not a one-dimensional chain complex concentrated in degree −m with the trivial E∞-algebra structure, but has some non-trivial higher operations. One well known example of such a non-zero operation is the zeroth Steenrod square, which is always equal to the identity.
These non-zero operations have the consequence that S m is not formal as an E∞-algebra, but is only formal as an En-algebra with n < m. In this paper we avoid the problem of the non-trivial E∞-algebra structure on S m , by only considering S m as an En-algebra with n < m. In Section 3.2 of [2], Berger and Fresse give explicit formulas for the E∞-algebra structure on the sphere S m . Since we do not need the explicit formulas in paper we will only state a simplified version of their results.
Theorem 5.7 ([2], Proposition 3.2.5). The one dimensional model for the sphere S
m is non-trivial as an E∞-algebra, but is trivial as an En-algebra for n < m.
Remark 5.8. Another nice interpretation of the E∞-algebra structure ofÑ * (S m ) can be found in the epilogue of [9] .
Koszul duality for E n -operads: Part 1
In this section we will recall some of the results about the self Koszul duality of the En-operads, in Section 9.1 we go into these results in more detail. The main result of [9] is that, up to a shift, the En-operad is self Koszul dual. This will be an important result we use in this paper. The problem with this twisting morphism is that there are no explicit formulas known for the full twisting morphism. Fortunately we do have formulas for the arity two component of this twisting morphism, which for all the applications and examples in this paper this will be sufficient. Since we do not need a description of the arity two component of τn yet, we postpone it to Section 10.
From the bound for the En-operad from Lemma 5.4, we can easily deduce that the Dn-operad is also bounded.
Lemma 5.11. The Dn-cooperad is finite dimensional in each arity, more precisely the chain complex Dn(r) is concentrated in degrees greater than − nr 2 + n (r − 1) up and till −n(r − 1). The arity two component Dn(2) d is only non-zero for 1 ≤ d ≤ n.
The proof follows straightforwardly from the bound of the En-operad from Lemma 5.4 and is left to the reader. Using the twisting morphism τn we can define the En-bar construction.
Definition 5.12. The bar construction on an En-algebra A, with respect to the twisting morphism τn : Dn → En will be denoted by BE n A and is called the En-bar construction.
Part II E n -Hopf invariants Using the theory described in the first part we can now define a generalization of the classical Hopf invariant using En-algebras. For simplicity we will work over a field K of characteristic p in this part, but many results also work over a more general ring.
The classical Hopf invariant
One way of defining the classical Hopf invariant is via the associative bar construction. Before we give the definition of the En-Hopf invariants, we first recall the definition of the Hopf invariants coming from the associative bar construction. This section is based on Section 1 of [18] .
Let f : S m → X be a map from the m-dimensional sphere to a simply-connected space X. We would like to construct invariants of the homotopy class of this map. To do this we will first take the reduced normalized cochains on the spaces S m and X to get an induced map f
Remark 6.1. For simplicity we are working here with the reduced normalized (co)chains on S m and X, the constructions also work when we take singular cochains or when K = Q the polynomial de Rham forms.
By Theorem 5.6, the cochain complexesÑ * (X) andÑ * (S m ) are both E∞-algebras, so in particular they are associative algebras. We can now take the associative bar construction of the map f * to get a map
Since the sphere S m is a simple space from a cohomological point of view, we can extend the canonical twisting morphism π :
. This was done in Section 1 of [18] . The idea of the proof is that for every cocycle ω of degree −m in weight w, we can always find a cocycle τ (ω) of weight 1, such that ω and τ (ω) are cohomologous in the associative bar construction. For a detailed algorithm for this construction see Section 1 of [18] , their algorithm will also be a special case of the algorithm described in Section 7.
Using this algorithm, we can construct a map π
. So whenever we have a cocycle ω ∈ BAss(Ñ * (X))−m, we can pull this back along the map induced by f : S m → X to get a cocycle BAssf * ω in BAss(Ñ * (S m ))−m. We then find a weight one representative of BAssf * ω, which we denote by τ (BAssf * ω). Once we evaluate the cocycle τ (BAssf * ω) on the fundamental class of S m we get a well defined number which is an invariant of the homotopy class of f . Definition 6.3. Let X be a simply-connected space then we define the Hopf pairing
as follows. Let f : S m → X be a map and ω ∈ BAss(X) be a cocycle, then we define the Hopf pairing by
where τ (BAssf * (ω)) is a weight one cocycle cohomologous to BAssf * (ω) and the integral sign means the evaluation of the cocycle τ (BAssf * (ω)) on the fundamental class of S m .
Remark 6.4. With the fundamental class of S m we mean a cycle representing the generator of the homology of S m . If we assume that S m is triangulated, a choice for the fundamental class would be the sum of all m-simplices. Technically this definition depends on a choice of orientation of the fundamental class of S m , from now on we always assume that we have fixed an orientation on S m .
E n -Hopf invariants
In this section we give a generalization of the Hopf invariants from the previous section by replacing the associative bar construction by the En-bar construction. More precisely, we define invariants of maps from S m to a space X, by defining a pairing between the homotopy groups of X and the homology of the En-bar construction on the cochains of X. Most of the arguments of this generalization are similar to the arguments of [18] , except for a few differences. The first difference is that we need some connectivity assumptions on S m for the arguments to work, in particular we need to assume that m > n. The second main difference is that for the weight reduction argument to work we need to introduce an additional grading on the bar complex which we will call the En-degree.
First we need to do a small computation on the bar construction.
Lemma 7.1. Let S m be the m-dimensional sphere with m > n, then H −m (BE n (Ñ * (S m ))) = K and generated (as a K-module) byH −m (S m ).
Proof. To prove the lemma let S m be the simplicial model for the sphere with only one nondegenerate simplex concentrated in dimension m. Observe that for every simplicial model of the sphere, there exists a zig-zag of quasi-isomorphisms from the cochains on that model toÑ * (S m ), the cochains on the one dimensional model of S m . Because of Proposition 4.5, the En-bar construction preserves quasi-isomorphisms, we therefore have a zig-zag of quasi-isomorphisms between BE nH * (Ñ * (S m )) and BE nH * (S m ). Because of Theorem 5.7, the algebraÑ * (S m ) is a one dimensional trivial En-algebra and the En-bar construction is therefore the cofree Dn-coalgebra on one cogenerator of degree −m. Because the En-structure onÑ * (S m ) is trivial, the differential of the bar construction is just the internal differential coming from the Dn-cooperad. Because of degree reasons the coalgebra BE n (Ñ * (S m )) is one dimensional in degree −m and generated by the generating cocycle of S m , this is a weight 1 cocycle. Since S m is trivial as an En-algebra, the differential preserves weight and this cocycle is therefore also a cohomology class, which proves the lemma.
It turns out that similar to Lemma 6.2, the homology of the En-bar construction is also generated by the cohomology of S m . The next step in the construction of the En-Hopf invariants is to give an explicit construction that associates to every degree −m cocycle in BE nÑ * (S m ) a cohomologous cocycle of weight one. The problem with the proof of Lemma 7.1 is that it does not give us an explicit method which produces a weight one cocycle from a cocycle ω ∈ BE n (S m )−m. We will now give an explicit algorithm that, given a cocycle ω produces a weight one cocycle ω ′ cohomologous to ω. By evaluating this cocycle on the fundamental class of S m we can create homotopy invariants of maps. To define this algorithm we first need an additional grading on the En-bar construction.
Definition 7.2. Let A be an En-algebra and BE n (A) the En-bar construction on A. We define the En-degree of a homogeneous element ω ∈ Dn(r) d ⊗ Sr A ⊗r as d.
Note that since Dn is finite dimensional in each arity (see Lemma 5.11) , there are only finitely many En-degrees in which there are non-zero elements. Further note that the differential of the bar construction does not increase the En-degree.
We will now give the algorithm that reduces the weight of a cocycle to 1. The main difference with the Sinha-Walter approach is that instead of immediately lowering the weight, we first lower the En-degree as much as possible and then we can lower the weight.
First, recall that the bar differential consists of three parts. The first part d1, comes from the internal differential ofÑ * (S m ) and preserves the weight and En-degree. The second part d2, comes from the multiplication ofÑ * (S m ) and lowers the weight and does not increase the En-degree. The third part d3, comes from the differential of the Dn-cooperad and preserves the weight, but lowers the En-degree by 1.
Suppose that we start with a degree −m cocycle ω ∈ BE nÑ * (X), which is given by ωw,e where ωw,e is the component of ω which is of En-degree e and weight w. When we pull this back we get a cocycle BE n f * ω in BE n (Ñ * (S m )). The highest weight, highest En-degree component of BE n f * ω is then of the form i γi ⊗ ν i , where ν i ∈Ñ * (S m ) ⊗w and γi ∈ Dn(w)e runs over a basis for Dn(w)
as an Sw-module. So in general ν i is of the form
Because d2 and d3 lower the weight or En-degree and ω is a cocycle, the element ν i is a cocycle inÑ * (S m ) ⊗w . Because of degree reasons it turns out that ν i is exact inÑ * (S m ) ⊗w . This can be seen as follows, first note that by the Künneth Theorem the homology ofÑ * (S) ⊗w is concentrated in degree −mw. Next we need to show that the degree of ν i is not equal to −mw, because that implies that it is exact. Because ω is of degree −m and γi is of degree e, the sum of the degrees of the ν i j is equal to −m − e. Because Dn(w) is bounded, e is at most −n(w − 1), which implies that
jw | is of degree greater than −m − n(w − 1). Since we assumed that m > n, this is bigger than −mw, the element j 1 ,...,jw ν
Because the cocycle ν i is exact inÑ * (S m ) ⊗w , we can find an element d
⊗w . If we do this for all i, we construct an element i γi ⊗ d
1 ν i ), the weight w part of this element has now a lower En-degree. Because Dn(w) is bounded below we can iterate these steps until we reach the lower bound of Dn(w), at this point the differential d3 will be zero and the construction described above will lower the weight. We can repeat these steps until we reach a weight one cocycle. Since Dn(w) is bounded we know that this process will eventually stop. We call the weight one cocycle we obtain this way the weight reduction of BE n f * ω.
Definition 7.3. Let f : S m → X be a map and ω ∈ BE nÑ * (X) be a cocycle, we will denote by τ (BE n f * ω) a weight 1 cocycle which is cohomologous to BE n f * ω.
Proposition 7.4. The cohomology class of τ (BE n f * ω) is well defined.
Proof. To show that τ (BE n f * ω) is a well defined cohomology class we need to show that different choices for d 1 (ν i ), then it is easy to see that α and α ′ will differ by by a cocycle Λ ∈Ñ * (S m ) ⊗w , i.e. α = α ′ + Λ. We want to show that the two weight reductions ω − (d1 + d2 + d3)α and ω − (d1 + d2 + d3)α ′ are cohomologous. Since α and α ′ differ by the cocycle Λ, the weight reductions ω − (d1 + d2 + d3)α and ω − (d1 + d2 + d3)α will differ by (d1 + d2 + d3)Λ. Since d1Λ = 0 we get that (d1 + d2 + d3)Λ is equal to (d2 + d3)Λ. We therefore need to show that (d2 + d3)Λ is a coboundary in the En-bar complex.
To do this first notice that because of similar arguments as before, the element Λ is a cocycle of degree higher or equal to −m − n(w − 1) + 1 inÑ * (S m ) ⊗w which has only non-trivial homology in degree −mw, we can therefore find an element λ ∈Ñ * (S m ) ⊗w , such that d1λ = Λ, i.e. Λ is a boundary. The next step is to show that ±(d2 + d3)λ is a boundary bounding (d2 + d3)Λ. To do this we will compute dB En A(d2 + d3)λ, which is given by (d1 + d2 + d3)(d2 + d3)λ. Because of Lemma 4.3 we see that this is equal to (d2 + d3)d1λ and since d1λ = Λ this is equal to (d2 + d3)Λ. The element (d2 + d3)λ is therefore a boundary bounding (d2 + d3)Λ. The two different weight reductions differ therefore by a boundary and give the same class in cohomology. The weight reduction is therefore well defined and the cohomology class of the element τ (BE n f * ω) does not depend on choices. 
Remark 7.6. Note that the proof of Proposition 7.4 and the weight reduction algorithm breaks down when we take n ≥ m. In this case the element Λ could live in degree −mw and could therefore represent a non-trivial homology class. Definition 7.7. Let X be a space, the En-Hopf pairing is defined as the pairing
where ω ∈ H * (BE n (Ñ * (X)), f : S m → X ∈ π * (X), τ (BE n f * ω) is a choice of weight one cocycle cohomologous to ω and the integral sign means the evaluation of τ (BE n f * ω) on the fundamental class of S m .
Theorem 7.8. The En-Hopf pairing is a well defined pairing and therefore an invariant of the homotopy class of a map f :
Proof. To show that the Hopf pairing is well defined we need to show that if f : S m → X and g : S m → X are homotopic maps, then f, ω En = g, ω En for all cocycles ω ∈ BE n X. Because of Proposition 7.4 the weight reduction only depends on the cohomology class of BE n f * ω, we therefore need to show that BE n f * ω and BE n g * ω are cohomologous for all ω. To do this we will show that the maps BE n f * and BE n g * are chain homotopic, because this implies that they map cohomologous cocycles to cohomologous cocycles.
To show that the maps BE n f * , BE n g * : BE nÑ * (X) → BE nÑ * (S m ) are chain homotopic, first note that f * , g * :Ñ * (X) →Ñ * (S m ) are homotopic as maps of E∞-algebras. Therefore there exists a good path objectÑ * (S m ) I and a map H :Ñ * (X) →Ñ * (S m ) I which is a homotopy between f * and g * . Since the bar construction preserves quasi-isomorphisms and maps surjective maps to surjective maps, the Dn-coalgebra BE n (Ñ * (S m ) I ) is a good path object for BE nÑ * (S m ) in the model category of chain complexes. The map BE n H : BE nÑ * (X) → BE n (Ñ * (S m ) I ) is then a homotopy between BE n f * and BE n g * in the model category of chain complexes. The maps BE n f * and BE n g * are therefore homotopic in the category of chain complexes and induce the same map in cohomology. The En-Hopf pairing is therefore well defined.
Remark 7.9. This proof could be greatly simplified if we had a model structure on the category of coalgebras with divided symmetries and could use the results from [4] and [21] . In this case we could use the fact that the En-bar construction is a left Quillen functor. Unfortunately, their are certain technical differences between the assumptions of [4] and this paper. It seems very likely however that all the results form [4] also hold in our setting, but proving them would be beyond the scope of this paper.
Part III Suspensions
The main goal of this part of the paper is to study the suspensions of E∞-algebras and simplicial sets and their relation to the En-Hopf invariants.
In [2] , Berger and Fresse defined a morphism σ : E∞ → S −1 E∞, which induces a functor from E∞-algebras to E∞-algebras by sending an E∞-algebra A to its desuspension s −1 A, with a new E∞-structure. We denote this functor by σ −1 , and the suspension of A with the new E∞-algebra structure by σ −1 A. In [2] , it is also shown that for spheres this functor has the property that it sends the reduced normalized cochains on the one dimensional model for S m to the reduced normalized cochains of the one dimensional model for S m+1 . The first main result of this part is that we extend the results of Berger and Fresse and show that the E∞-algebra suspension functor commutes with the suspension of simplicial sets, i.e. we have a natural isomorphism between σ −1Ñ * (X) andÑ * (ΣX), where X is a simplicial set, ΣX the simplicial suspension of X and σ −1Ñ * (X) the E∞-suspension ofÑ * (X). Dually we also have an isomorphism of E∞-coalgebras for the chains, i.e. we have a natural isomorphism σÑ * (X) ∼ =Ñ * (ΣX) of E∞-coalgebras.
The second result of this part is that we determine the relationship between the En-Hopf invariants of a simplicial set X and the En+1-Hopf invariants of its suspension ΣX.
Remark 7.10. Note that because our grading conventions the suspension of a simplicial set will induce a desuspension on the level of reduced normalized cochains. So technically the suspension functor should be called a desuspension functor when applied to cochains. For chains it will still be a suspension functor.
Suspensions of E ∞ -algebras
In this section we recall the definitions of the suspension morphism for E∞-algebras and the suspension of a simplicial set. Then we use these definitions to show that there is a natural isomorphism between σ −1Ñ * (X) andÑ * (ΣX).
The suspension morphism
In this subsection we recall some facts about suspensions of E∞-algebras coming from [9] and [2] . These facts are important in the next sections where we will use them to give a relation between the En-Hopf invariants and the En+1-Hopf invariants.
To define the suspension morphism we first need to introduce a special cochain called sgn, which is a function sgn : E∞(r)r−1 → K of degree r − 1 and is defined as follows. Let (w0, ..., wr−1) be an element of E∞(r)r−1, with each wi ∈ Sr. The cochain sgn is then defined to be zero if the sequence (w0 (1), ..., wr−1(1)) does not form a permutation of the set {1, ..., r}, otherwise it is defined as the sign of this permutation, i.e. sgn(w0, ..., wr−1) = sgn(w0(1), ..., wr−1(1)).
Using this cochain we can now define the suspension morphism for the Barratt-Eccles operad. Similar to the Barratt-Eccles operad, the surjection operad X∞ also has a suspension morphism which is defined as follows. where sgn(u(1), ..., u(r)) is the sign of the permutation (u(1), ..., u(r)) if all the u(i) are distinct and zero otherwise.
As is explained in Remark 3.2.10 of [2] , the suspension morphisms of E∞ and X∞ are related as follows.
Lemma 8.3. The suspension morphisms fit in the following commutative diagram
Because of this diagram we only need to prove statements for the surjection operad and the corresponding statement for the Barratt-Eccles operad will automatically follow.
The E ∞ -suspension functor
The suspension morphisms induce the following four functors σ : E∞-coalgebras → E∞-coalgebras, σ : X∞-coalgebras → X∞-algebras, σ −1 : E∞-algebras → E∞-algebras and σ −1 : X∞-algebras → X∞-algebras which are defined as follows. First note that for an E∞-algebra A, the desuspension (as a chain complex) s −1 A, is an algebra over the desuspended E∞-operad S −1 E∞. We can then use the suspension morphism to induce an E∞-algebra structure on s −1 A. So we define a functor σ : E∞-algebras → E∞-algebras, which sends an E∞-algebra A to the E∞-algebra s −1 A with the E∞-algebra structure coming from the suspension morphism. We will denote s −1 A with this new E∞-algebra structure by σ −1 A. Similarly we can also define a suspension functor for X∞-algebras, by abuse of notation we will denote both these functors by σ −1 , from the context it should be clear which one we mean. For E∞-coalgebras we also get a suspension functor. This functor is defined by sending a coalgebra C to sC with the E∞-structure coming from the suspension morphism. Note that because we are working with coalgebras over operads, we get a pull back instead of the usual push forward functor. Similarly we get the same functor for X∞-coalgebras.
When we explicitly evaluate the suspension functor on an X∞-coalgebra C, then we get the following formulas for the coproducts of σC. Let sx ∈ sC and u ∈ X∞(r) and denote the σ(u)-coproduct of x by σ(u)(x) = x1 ⊗ ... ⊗ xr. The coproduct u(sx) is then given by
where the sum ranges over the σ(u)-coproduct of x. The sign is given by
Dually, we can do the same for an X∞-algebra A, in this case we get the following formulas for the products of σ −1 A. Let s −1 x1, ..., s −1 xr ∈ s −1 A and u ∈ X∞(r), then we define the product u(s −1 x1, ..., s . Similar to the X∞-case we get the same formulas for the E∞-case.
In the rest of this paper we will also need iterated suspension morphisms. The n-fold iteration σ −1 (σ −1 (...σ −1 A))) of σ −1 on A will be denoted by σ −n A.
Proposition 8.4. The suspension functor σ preserves quasi-isomorphisms and fibrations of E∞-algebras.
Proof. Since both fibrations and quasi-isomorphism are defined as properties of the underlying chain complexes and the suspension of chain complexes preserves quasi-isomorphism and fibrations of chain complexes, the suspension functor σ −1 also preserves fibrations and quasi-isomorphisms.
The following lemma can be found as the Fact in Section 7 of [9] .
Lemma 8.5. Denote byÑ * (S m ) the reduced normalized chains on S m , the simplicial model for S m with one non-degenerate simplex of dimension m. Then there is an isomorphism of E∞-algebras between σ −1Ñ * (S m ) andÑ * (S m+1 ).
The reduced suspension of a simplicial set
Before we can compare the E∞-algebra suspension functors σ and σ −1 with the reduced suspension of a simplicial set, we first recall the definition of the reduced suspension of a simplicial set. For more details see [3] , Definition 1.9. Definition 8.6. Let X be a based simplicial set with base point * . Then we define the simplicial cone CX on X as the following simplicial set. The set of n-simplices is given by CXn = {(x, j) | x ∈ Xn−j , 0 ≤ j ≤ n}, with all ( * , j) identified to * . The face and degeneracy maps are given by
The reduced suspension ΣX is defined as the quotient of CX by X, where X is identified with the simplicial subset of CX given by all simplices of the form (x, 0).
It is straightforward to check that that the set of non-degenerate simplices of ΣX is given by all simplices of the form (x, 1), such that x is a non-degenerate simplex of X (and the base point). Using this bijection we get the following isomorphism.
Lemma 8.7. There is a natural isomorphism of chain complexes φ : sÑ * (X) →Ñ * (ΣX), from sÑ * (X), the suspension (as chain complexes) of the reduced normalized chains on X, toÑ * (ΣX) the reduced normalized chains on the reduced suspension of X, given by φ(sx) = (x, 1) Dually, there is also a natural isomorphism
between the cochains on the simplicial suspension of X and the desuspension of the cochains of X. This is given by sending a cochain s −1 α ∈ s −1Ñ * (X), for α ∈Ñ * (X), to the cochain ϕ(α) defined by ϕ(s −1 α)(x, 1) := α(x), for x a non-degenerate simplex inÑ * (X).
The proof of the lemma is straightforward and left to the reader. For the next section we will also need a description of the non-degenerate (n + 1)-simplex of Σ∆ n . Recall from [3] Example 1.4, that the standard n-simplex can be described as
A subsimplex (v0, ..., vq) of the standard simplex is non-degenerate if v0 < v1 < ... < vq. It can easily be seen that the cone C∆ n has exactly one non-degenerate (n + 1)-simplex, which is given by ((0, 1, . .., n), 1), where (0, 1, ..., n) is the non-degenerate n-simplex of ∆ n . Similarly the suspension Σ∆ n also has only one non-degenerate (n + 1)-simplex. The mapψ : ∆ n+1 → C∆ n from ∆ n+1 to C∆ n is then defined as follows. If x ∈ ∆ n+1 is a simplex of the form (v0, ..., vn) such that v0 till vq−1 are equal to 0, then we send this simplex to (vq − 1, ..., vn+1 − 1), q) ∈ C∆ n . It is straightforward to check that this is indeed a map of simplicial sets and we leave this to the reader. Definition 8.8. The map ψ : ∆ n+1 → Σ∆ n is defined as the composition ofψ with the quotient map form CX to ΣX.
In the following lemma we will describe the simplices of ∆ n+1 which are mapped to non-degenerate simplices under the map ψ. Lemma 8.9. Let y ⊂ ∆ n+1 be a k-dimensional non-degenerate subsimplex of ∆ n+1 . Then the subsimplex ψ(y) ⊂ Σ∆ n is non-degenerate if and only if y is of the form (0, a1, ..., a k ) with 1 ≤ a1 < ... < a k ≤ n.
Proof. It is easy to see that all the non-degenerate simplices of Σ∆ n are of the form (x, 1), where x is a non-degenerate simplex of ∆ n . The only simplices which map to a simplex of the form (x, 1) are the simplices which start with exactly one 0. The condition for x to be non-degenerate is given by 1 ≤ a1 < ... < a k ≤ n, which is exactly the condition given by the lemma.
8.4
The relation between the suspension of simplicial sets and the suspension of E ∞ -algebras
In the previous section we have seen that there is an isomorphism of chain complexes between s −1Ñ * (X) andÑ * (ΣX). In this section we will show that this isomorphism is not just an isomorphism of chain complexes, but when we equip s −1Ñ * (X) with the E∞-structure coming from the suspension morphism, this is also an isomorphism of E∞-algebras. Theorem 8.10. Let X be a simplicial set. The map φ from Lemma 8.7 is a natural isomorphism of X∞-coalgebras φ : σÑ * (X) →Ñ * (ΣX),
where σÑ * (X) is the X∞-suspension of the reduced normalized chains on X andÑ * (ΣX) are the reduced normalized chains on the simplicial suspension of X. Dually, the map
is a natural isomorphism of X∞-algebras.
Proof. Because of Lemma 8.7, we know that the maps φ : ΣÑ * (X) →Ñ * (ΣX) and ϕ : σ −1Ñ * (X) → N * (ΣX) are natural isomorphisms of chain complexes. We need to show that they are also isomorphisms of X∞-(co)algebras. To do this we need to show that the isomorphisms φ and ϕ commute with the X∞-(co)algebra structure maps.
For simplicity we will only show that φ is an X∞-coalgebra map, since the arguments for ϕ being an X∞-algebra map are dual. Let u ∈ X∞(r) d be a surjection, then we need to show that the following diagram commutes sÑ * (X)
(1)
To show that the diagram commutes, we first show that it commutes when X is ∆ n . We can then extend the result to general simplicial sets as follows. Let x ∈ X be a non-degenerate n-simplex, then we can describe x as a map x : ∆ n → X. The suspension of the simplex x is then an (n + 1)-simplex Σx ∈ ΣX, which is described by the map Σx : ∆ n+1 ψ − → Σ∆ n Σx − − → ΣX, by abuse of notation we have denoted both the suspension of x : ∆ n → X and the map from ∆ n+1 to ΣX by Σx. So every (n + 1)-simplex in the suspension of X factors through Σ∆ n , the suspension of the standard n-simplex. We therefore need to understand the coproduct of Σ∆ n and compare it to the coproduct of ∆ n+1 . According to Section 5.3, the coproduct of a simplex x is defined by applying the map x : ∆ n → X to the coproduct of ∆ n . So if we can show that Diagram 1 commutes for ∆ n , it will commute for all simplicial sets X.
Recall from Section 5.3, that the coproduct u :Ñ * (X) →Ñ (X) ⊗r * is given by the sum over all interval cuts of the interval [0, n] with d + r pieces. More precisely it is given by
where the ∆(C (i) ) are the simplicial subsets of ∆ n+1 defined in Section 5.3. Because the simplicial set Σ∆ n is a suspension, a majority of the non-degenerate simplices of ∆ n+1 will get mapped to a degenerate simplex under the map ψ : ∆ n+1 → Σ∆ n . As is explained in Lemma 8.9, the map ψ maps every subsimplex of ∆ n that is not of the form (0, a1, ...a k ), with 1 ≤ a1 < .. < a k ≤ n + 1, to a degenerate simplex. The only terms that might give a non-zero contribution to the coproduct of Σ∆ n are therefore only the interval cuts of [0, n + 1] that start with the exactly one zero for each value of {1, ..., r}. This requires the surjection u to start with a permutation of the set {1, ..., r}, because otherwise the corresponding simplices in the interval cuts are degenerate. The remainder of the interval cut is an interval cut with d + 1 pieces of the interval [1, n + 1]. The idea of the proof is that we identify the interval cut of [1, n + 1] with the interval cut associated to σ(u) of the interval [0, n].
More precisely, for a term ψ(∆ (C (1) )) ⊗ ... ⊗ ψ(∆(C (k) )) in the coproduct u(Σ∆ n ) to be non-zero we need that all the ψ(C (i) ) ⊂ Σ∆ n to be non-degenerate. Because of Lemma 8.9, this can only happen when all the sequences C (i) start with exactly one 0. The sequence corresponding to the surjection u should therefore start with a permutation of r. If it does not start with a permutation of r then for each C (i) to start with a 0 would imply that there would be at least one C (i) with starts with several zeros. It is then straightforward to check that the part [1, n + 1] of the interval cut of [0, n + 1] is exactly the one corresponding to the interval cut of [0, n] associated to the surjection σ(u). So up to a sign we have shown that φ ⊗r (σ(u)(∆ n )) = u(φ(∆ n ). To show that the signs match as well we will first compute the sign of the map sÑ * (X)
Fix an interval cut of [0, n] with |σ(u)| + r = d + 1 pieces and denote the cut points by 0 ≤ n1 ≤ ... ≤ n d ≤ n d+1 = n. Because of Definition 8.2 and Section 5.3, the sign corresponding to this interval cut is given by sgn(u(1), ..., u(r))·(−1) |σ(u)|+(x 1 )(r−1)+x 2 (r−2)+...+x r−1 ·1+P erm+P os , where xi denotes the dimension of ∆(C (i) ), P erm is the permutation sign and P os is the position sign. We need to compare this with the sign of the map sÑ * (
⊗r . To do this, note that the [1, n + 1] part of the interval cut of the interval [0, n + 1] coincides with the interval cut of [0, n] corresponding to σ(u). The position sign corresponding to u is given by the sum of the end points of the inner intervals. Note that the first r − 1 inner intervals all end at 0 and therefore do not contribute to the position sign. The other inner intervals are all shifted by one, since there are in total d − r + 1 remaining inner intervals, the position sign corresponding to u is given by P os + d − r + 1, where P os is the position sign of the interval cut associated to σ(u).
To compute the permutation sign of the interval cut associated to u, we first rearrange the interval x 1 (r−1)+...x r−1 ·1 sign. When we combine all these signs and use the fact that |σ(u)| = d − r + 1, we see that both these the signs match. The map φ is therefore an isomorphism of X∞-coalgebras.
Remark 8.11. Note that we did not use the assumption that we are working over a field to prove Theorem 8.10. This Theorem therefore also holds over more general rings.
Corollary 8.12. The map φ is an isomorphism of E∞-coalgebras and the maps ϕ is an isomorphism of E∞-algebras.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 8.3 and Theorem 8.10, since we have an isomorphism of X∞-algebras betweenÑ * (Σ(X) and σ −1 (Ñ * (X)) and the diagram from Lemma 8.3 commutes we also have an isomorphism after we pull things back along the table reduction morphism.
9 The relation between E n -and E n+1 -Hopf invariants
In this section we will use the suspension morphism of E∞-algebras to give a relation between the En-Hopf invariants of a simplicial set X and the En+1-Hopf invariants of the suspension of X. To do this we will first need to recall some more results from [9] about the Koszul duality of En-operads. The main result of this section is Theorem 9.9.
Remark 9.1. Strictly speaking the results proven in [9] , are stated in terms of a sequence of quasiisomorphisms ψn : ΩDn → En. Because of the Theorem 6.5.7 in [12] , this is equivalent to a sequence of Koszul twisting morphisms τn : Dn → En.
For the applications we have in mind, we need the dual version of Diagram 2. Recall that the suspension morphism is a morphism from E∞ to S −1 E∞, which when restricted to En defines a map from En to S −1 En−1. One of the results of [9] , is that Fresse interprets the linear dual of the suspension morphism as the Koszul dual of the inclusion of the En-operad into the En+1-operad. For our applications we need the Koszul dual of the suspension morphism. It turns out that this is a morphism Υ : SDn+1 → Dn which is given by the (shifted) dual of the inclusion map ι : En → En+1.
Definition 9.2. The morphism Υ : SDn+1 → Dn is given by the shifted dual of the inclusion. More precisely, since Dn = S −n E ∨ n , the inclusion map En → En+1 defines a morphism from E ∨ n+1 → E ∨ n . After taking the n-fold desuspension of ι ∨ , we get the morphism Υ :
The relation between Υ and the suspension morphism σ is summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 9.3. The following diagram commutes.
Remark 9.4. Technically we are using the shifted version of the suspension morphism and of Υ, for notational simplicity we have decided not to include this shift in the notation.
Proof. Recall from [9] that the suspension morphism and the inclusion ι : En → En+1 fit in the following diagram:
When we dualize this diagram and then suspend (n + 1)-times, we get the desired diagram. Note that because of Lemma 7.4 in [17] , the dual of a twisting morphism is again a twisting morphism.
Remark 9.5. Since we do not have an explicit description of τn : Dn → En or τ ∨ n : Dn → En we will denote them both by τn.
The map on the bar constructions induced by the suspension morphism
The goal of this section is to use the map Υ to define a degree 1 chain map from BE n+1 (σ −1 A) to BE n A. Definition 9.6. Let A be an E∞-algebra, then the map Υ : BE n+1 (σ −1 A) → BE n A is defined as follows. Recall that the underlying graded vector space of the En-bar construction is given by Dn(A) = r Dn(r) ⊗ Sr A ⊗r . Then we define the morphism
as a morphism of graded vector spaces by sending
where µ ∈ Dn(r), a1, ..., ar ∈ A and Υ is the morphism from Definition 9.2.
Proposition 9.7. The map Υ : BE n+1 (σ −1 A) → BE n A from Definition 9.6 is a chain map, i.e. it commutes with the bar differentials.
Proof. The proof of Proposition 9.7 is a straightforward check that Υ commutes with the bar differentials. Recall that the bar differential dB En = d1 + d2 + d3 consists of three parts, d1 comes from the differential of A, d2 comes from the multiplication of A and d3 comes from the differential of the Dn-cooperad. We need to show that Υ commutes with d1, d2 and d3. Since the functor σ −1 only shifts the underlying chain complex A, it is clear that σ −1 commutes with d1. Similarly since Υ : SDn+1 → Dn is a chain map it commutes with the differentials of Dn and SDn+1. So in particular the induced map will commute with the differentials, therefore Υ commutes with d3. The hardest part is to show that Υ commutes with d2.
To show that Υ commutes with d2 first recall from Section 4, that d2 :
where γ σ −1 A is the structure map of σ −1 A. We now need to show that Υd2 = d2Υ. This follows from the fact that Υ is a morphism of cooperads, σ −1 A is a suspension and because the diagram from Proposition 9.3 commutes.
More precisely if we start with
where we denote by ∆(δ) = δ ′ ⊗ δ ′′ ∈ Dn+1 • (1) Dn+1, the infinitesimal coproduct of Dn+1. The other term is given by
where
is the infinitesimal coproduct of Υ(δ). We have use here the fact that Υ is a morphism of cooperads, i.e. ∆ (1) 
is a desuspension, and because of Theorem 8.10, we have an equality between τn+1(δ ′′ )(s
. Because the diagram of Proposition 9.3 commutes we also have the equality τnΥ = στn+1. We therefore see that the terms τn+1(δ ′′ )(s −1 ai ⊗ ...⊗s −1 aj) and τn(Υ(δ ′′ ))(ai ⊗...⊗aj ) are equal. Since the sums both range over the same coproduct and all the terms are equal, the maps Υ and d2 commute. The map Υ is therefore a chain map, which concludes the proof of Proposition 9.7.
Corollary 9.8. Let X be an m-connected simplicial set and denote by A an E∞-algebra model for X. Let n < m, then we have a sequence of degree 0 chain maps
9.3
The relation between E n -and E n+1 -Hopf invariants
In the previous sections we have shown that the suspension morphism of the E∞-operad induces a functor from E∞-algebras to E∞-algebras, which maps a model for a simplicial set X to a model for the suspension of X. In particular, for an E∞-algebra A, this functor induces a map from [A,
, the set of homotopy classes of maps between A and a E∞-algebra model for the sphere S m and the suspension of these E∞-algebras. We have also seen that the Koszul dual of the suspension morphism induces a map from the set of En+1-Hopf invariants to the set of En-Hopf invariants. In this section we combine these results to obtain a formula which computes the En+1-Hopf invariants of the suspension of a map f : S m → X in terms of the maps Υ and σ −1 . The main result is summarized in the following theorem. Theorem 9.9. Let f : S m → X be a map from the m-dimensional sphere S m to a simply-connected simplicial set X. Let n < m and ω ∈ BE n+1 σ −1Ñ * (X), then we have the following equality between the En-Hopf invariants of f and the En+1-Hopf invariants of Σf ,
where Υ is the map from Definition 9.6 and Σf is the simplicial suspension of the map f .
Proof. To prove the theorem we need to show that the evaluation of Σf * ω on S m+1 is equal to the evaluation f * Υ(ω) on S m .
To do this first observe that we have the following commutative diagram (of chain complexes, not En-algebras or Dn-coalgebras):
It is straightforward to check that this diagram commutes. So in particular we have an equality ΥBE n+1 f * ω = BE n f * Υω.
The next step is to notice that the right vertical map Υ :
induces an isomorphism between the degree −(m + 1) part of H −(m+1) (BE n+1 σ −1Ñ * (S m )) and the degree −m part of H−m(BE nÑ * (S m )). This is because in weight one, the morphism Υ maps the generator of the cohomology of S m+1 to the generator of the cohomology of S m . Since Υ is a chain map and both H −(m+1) (BE n+1 σ −1Ñ * (S m )) and H−m(BE nÑ * (S m )) are equal to K, this induces an isomorphism between them.
The next step is to notice that because Υ induces an isomorphism between H −(m+1) (BE n+1 σÑ * (S m )) and H−m(BE nÑ * (S m )), the evaluation of ω ∈ BE n+1 σ −1Ñ * (S m ) −(m+1) on S m+1 is equal to the evaluation of Υ(ω) on S m . We therefore see that if we start with an a cocycle ω ∈ BE n+1 σ −1Ñ * (X), that the following two evaluations are equal
where τ (BE n+1 f * ω) (resp. τ (BE n f * Υω)) is a weight one replacement of the cocycle (BE n+1 f * ω) (resp. BE n f * Υω). Since the left hand side is the En+1-Hopf invariant of Σf with respect to the cocycle ω and the right hand side is the En-Hopf invariant of f with respect to the cocycle Υω, this equality shows that the formula from Theorem 9.9 indeed holds and concludes its proof.
Part IV

Examples, applications and open questions
In the last part of this paper we will give a few examples and explain how the En-Hopf invariants can be used to obtain information about the stable homotopy groups of a space.
But before we continue with some more advanced applications, let us first remark that in theory it should be straightforward to compute the En-Hopf invariants of a map between a suitable triangulation of S m and a finite simplicial complex X. At the moment to the author's knowledge there are not many explicit examples of such maps. There are however algorithms that should allow a computer to generate low dimensional examples of such maps (see for example [6] ). This could possibly provide us with more examples of computations of the En-Hopf invariants of maps.
As another application, we use the sequence of maps from Corollary 9.8 to apply the En-Hopf invariants to stable homotopy theory. More precisely, there exists a pairing between the inverse limit of the sequence from Corollary 9.8 and the stable homotopy groups of a space. In Section 11, we describe this pairing in detail.
We end the paper with some open questions.
Examples
In this section we will give a few simple examples of maps with non-zero Hopf invariants. It seems highly likely that it is possible to find more interesting examples, but this would probably require more advanced techniques. For now we will only discus some simple examples and in section 10.3 we will explain how to find more interesting examples. But before we give any examples we first need to introduce some notation. From now on we will exclusively work over F2, the field with two elements.
Some notation
To describe some of our examples we first need to introduce some notation. All the examples in this paper are of weight two cocycles in the En-bar construction. We therefore need to describe the weight one and two components of the En-bar construction. First we will introduce some notation for the arity two part of the En-operad. As is explained in Section 5, the arity two component of En is spanned by the operations of the form (Id, τ, Id, τ, ...), such that the length of the sequence is at most n + 1 and where Id and τ are the two elements of S2. From now on we will denote the binary operation corresponding to the sequence of length i + 1 by the cup-i product, where i is the length of the sequence minus 2. For example (Id, τ )(α, β) will be denoted by α ∪1 β and (τ, Id, τ )(α, β) will be denoted by β ∪2 α (notice the switch between α and β because of the symmetric group action). For simplicity we will denote the ∪0-product by just a ∪.
The corresponding Hopf invariant is then given by
In the next example we will show how we can use Theorem 9.9 to show that there are examples of maps with non-zero Hopf invariants.
Example 10.4. In this example we use the previous examples to show that there are non-trivial maps from S m+i → S m for i = 1, 3, 7. It is straightforward to check that with our grading conventions Υ(|0) = |0. Then note that the cocycle ω|n−iω from Example 10.3, is the image of the cocycle s −1 ω|n−i+1s −1 ω under the map Υ : BE n+1Ñ * (S m+i+1 ) → BE nÑ * (S m+i ). For i = n, we get a sequence of cocycles ω|0ω, s Because ω|0ω is the cocycle corresponding to the classical Hopf invariant and by Adams' result, there exist maps f1, f2 and f3 with Hopf invariant 1. We can now use Theorem 9.9 which implies that Σ r fi : S m+i+r → S m+r has a non-zero Hopf invariant with respect to the cocycle s −r ω|0s −r ω. The suspensions of the Hopf invariant one maps are therefore not homotopic to the constant map and we have found an example of a family of maps with non-zero Hopf invariants.
As a corollary we find an alternative proof of the well known result that certain homotopy groups of spheres are non-trivial.
Corollary 10.5. The homotopy group πn+1(S n ) is non-trivial for all n ≥ 2, πn+3(S n ) is non-trivial for all n ≥ 4 and πn+7(S n ) is non-trivial for all n ≥ 8 .
Remark 10.6. This result is of course already well known and is shown in for example Theorem 4L.2 in [10] . The method used in [10] already has some of the ingredients used in our proof and the theorems in this paper can be seen as a more general and more streamlined version of this idea.
How to generate more examples
One of the advantages of the theory described in this paper is, that in theory it would be possible to use a computer to compute the En-Hopf invariants of maps between a finite triangulation of the sphere and a finite simplicial complex X. Unfortunately there are not many explicit descriptions of such maps, fortunately in [6] the authors give an algorithm which produces explicit representatives for the homotopy classes of maps from S m to a simplicial complex X. It should therefore be possible to produce a lot more examples of maps and their Hopf invariants by combining this algorithm and the En-Hopf invariants.
Applications to stable homotopy theory
In this section we explain how we could apply the results from this paper to stable homotopy theory. Recall that the formula from Theorem 9.9 gives a connection between the Hopf invariants of a map and its suspension. We taking the inverse limit of the sequence of maps from Corollary 9.8 we get invariants of stable homotopy classes of maps.
Definition 11.1. Let X be an (n + 1)-connected simplicial set, the set of stable En-Hopf invariants is defined as the inverse limit of the following sequence
We will denote the stable Hopf invariants by B S (X) := lim ← − s r BE n+rÑ * (Σ r X). We will call a cocycle ω ∈ BE nÑ * (X) stable if it is the image of an elementω ∈ B S (X) under the canonical map from B S (X) to BE nÑ * (X).
Remark 11.2. Note that in this definition we could replace the En-Hopf invariants by E k -Hopf invariants as long as k < n. It is however expected that the higher the k the more the E k -Hopf invariants detect. The reason we need the connectivity assumption is because this way the Hopf pairing is defined for all degrees * .
13.1
The twisting morphism τ n : D n → E n For further calculations, it will be important to have an explicit description of the twisting morphism τn : Dn → En. The first question is: can we give an explicit description of this morphism? A consequence of this result would be that we could also compute examples of Hopf invariants for fields of characteristic different than 2. One way to circumvent this problem would be to use a different model for the Dn-cooperad. In this paper we have always used the model for Dn given by Dn = S −n E ∨ n , one possibility for another model would be BEn, the operadic bar construction on En. This model has the advantage that the twisting morphism π : BEn → En is completely known. The disadvantage is that this cooperad is much larger than the Dn-cooperad we used in this paper. Another disadvantage is that the stability results are also a bit less clear.
Stable homotopy groups and the stable Hopf pairing
The results from Theorem 11.3 show that we have a pairing between the stabilization with respect to σ −1 and the stable homotopy groups of a space. An obvious question is about how strong this pairing is, how much of the stable homotopy type do the stable En-Hopf invariants see? In an unlikely, but best case scenario the stable Hopf invariants would be complete. There is however no concrete evidence that this should be the case and might be mainly wishful thinking.
But even if the stable Hopf invariants are not complete it will be interesting to see how much they see and it would be interesting to find a concrete description of H * (B S (X)) for some simple spaces X. The first question would be if we can find a basis as a K-vector space for H * (BS(X)) and further questions are what the algebraic structure on this graded vector space would be.
Geometric interpretation
As is described in Proposition 1.5 of [18] , the Hopf invariants coming from the associative bar construction can be interpreted as cohomology classes of the loop space evaluated on the looping of the fundamental class of the sphere. Or in more detail if γ is a cocycle in the associative bar complex on a simplicial set X, then the value of the Hopf invariant is equal to γ(Ωf * (ΩS m )), the evaluation of γ on the image of the looping of the fundamental class of S m . A natural question is whether an analog of this interpretation would be true in our setting as well, but now with the n-fold loop space instead of the one-fold loop space. An indication that there is such an interpretation, is stated in Proposition 1.3 of [11] , which states that for an (n + 1)-connected space the cochains on X and the chains on the n-fold loop space are Koszul dual to each other. There are however several technical differences between that paper and this paper, so some care needs to be taken.
Another question is whether there is an analog of the interpretation of the En-Hopf invariants as linking numbers. As is explained in Section 1.2 of [18] , the Hopf invariants can be interpreted as generalized linking numbers. A natural question would be if we can find a similar interpretation in this case.
A geometric interpretation could also open up new directions for the computation of the En-Hopf invariants. But at the moment it is not yet clear what this would be in practice.
